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Report 110. 710/~485 1 . S 1 I~
Watertown Arsenal March 15, 194+3
Problem No. 3-31

APMOR PLATZ

Metallurgical Examination of GermayirArmor
from a Pz. Xw. Ill Tank <•~APR 18 815U

0.5 -To cndcuct a metallnreical exanination of three face-hardened and two
homogeneous sections of German armor which had. been previously subjected
to ballistic tests at the Proving Center, Aberdeen Proving Groundw ,3

StIMARY OF RiSULTS

i. >The fivyplates were composed of oteel of two distinct typest
(1) flame hardene&, medium carbon, chrome-molybdenum-vanadium type de'-
oxidized with aluminum;and (2) a flame hardened and homogeneous medium
carbon, chrome-molybdenum type deoxidized with aluminum and titanium.

2. The five plates were he~t treated as homogeneuus armor to the
following hardness levels:

1 plate - 5/gi1 homoogeneous armor - 375 Brinell

1. plate - l-1/411 homogeneous armor - 331 Brinell

3 plates - .1-1/li" flame hardened armor - 363 and 388 Brinell

A subsequent operation, probably flame hardening, was employed
on the three face hardened plates to form a hardened face of 600 3rinell.
The thickness of this zone was .090"-.110" on one plate, .140"-.200" on a
second, and .210"-.230" on the third plate.

3. The armor was composed of good quality cross-rolled steel in
which no undesirable nonmetallic smgregation. were observed. Considerable
banding was present in the microstructure indicating the prevalence of
the carbon and alloy segregations.

4. A splash shield on the back of the homogeneous armor escave door
was composed of a 1/811 thick mild ste*Pl strip attached with an intermittent
weld deposit enalyzing approximately 5% manganese, ilj% chromium, and 1%
nickel.

5. A flange nection attached to on, of the face htnrdened platte was
a .25% carbon nmnsr.,anqse-chro.,,e-molybdnnum Vi e Qd1

cabuizdtand heat treut-ýd, UN IA 9 IF1E
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6.Comparatively poor penetration reaisthtnce of one of the flamie
hardened plates when imnacted with 37 MMI M90 A.P. projectiles is trace-
able to the relatively thin face hardened zone which was inadequate to

* .break up the projectiles.

P. V. Riffin,
Asrsistant Metallurgist.

APPROVED:

H. H. ZORNIG
Colonel, Orxian~ce Dept.
Dlirector of Laboratory
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INTRODUCTIO0!

Upon request of the Chi-f of OrdnanceI, Aberdeen Proving Ground sub-
mitted five armor plate eections 2 from a German Pz. Kw. 111 tank. The
plates were subjected to extensive ballistic tests3 at tho Proving Center
before being sent to this station. The individual sections were listed
as follows:

a. One homogeneous plate from beneath the engine
(3/LI.1x114 11x3fl")

b. One face hardened plate (l-l/ 4 "x23"xll").

c. One face hardened plate (l-1/ 1 1"x151"x75").

d. One face hardened plate (l-i/4"xli4"x48"). ._-._

e. One homogeneous armor escape door 1-1/44" thick
(from the left side of the tank).

Photographs showing the effect of the ballistic tests on the five
plates, which were included in the ballistic report 3 ure omitted in this
report.

Since plates b, c, and _d were similar to the fece hardened armor in-
vestigated previously , a detailed metallurgical investigation was not
made on thp subject plates.

TEST PROCEURE"

The plates were sectioned in the longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions for hardness surveys, macroscopic, end microscopic examination.
Ohemical analyses of the basei metal of the five plates and the flange on
plate c were obtained. A partial anal:rsis of the weld metal on plate e
was obtained. A carbon analysis of thp outer .020" layer and the next-
.0201" layer of the flange forging was made .in order to confirm that this
section was carburized.

l0.0. 470.5/12636, A.P.G. 470.5/4•92, see 3alliftic BEsort, A'oppndix A.
2W.A. 470.5/5631, A.P.G. 47o.5/4492A, s- Ab-opndix tL..
3Ballistic Report No. AiD-I21 by Aberdeen Proving Ground, see Appendix A.

4Watertown Arsenal Report No. 710/459 - Metallurgical Examination of
Section of German Face Hardened Armor from the Front of a. Pz. Kw. ill
Tank.
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"RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

"" 1. Visual Examination

The plates were painted overall with a dull red (iron-oxide type)
paint. On the back of plate a this paint was covered with a greenish-grey
paint which flaked off under ballistic impacts. The remaining four plates
were painted on the face with a light tan paint, a major portion of which
-had already been worn off when the plates were received.

Some of the markings on the plates were lost during the ballis-
tic tests, but those remaining were as follows:

Plate a

2HP66216
6741 012 E02517 "

Plate b
K 2512
"3ss612
6oo07
144

*12 71ý 3
21161

"Plate c
S-1241. 325 6000 3 'Brinell Mark"

----------- ---------6207

Plate d
No distinguishable markings were observed.[.4.

Plate e
66217 AMP "Brinell Mark"
34979 2g9 41 34

The five sections contained rivet and bolt holes, many of which
were countersunk. A 1/8" thick splash shield was welded on the back of
the escape door (plate e). The steel strit. was tacked to the armor with
an intermittent weld whose sections were 2" to 41, long. In several of the
sections the steel strip had separated from the base plate as a result of
the weld failure which occurred in the weld metal directly adjacent to the
"mild steel and in the heat affected zone of the armor plate. In one area

* a welding crack was observed extending into the base metal perpendicular
to the plate surface. Although this is a very undesirable condition, the
extensive ballistic tests did not enlarge this crack unduly.

2. Thickness tieasurements

-iMicrometer measurements, which showed a variation of as much as
.0131 in thickness along a transverse section of one of the plates, are

* * 0
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given below for the five plates and flange section.

Thickness of Plate in Inches Converted

Plate Left Ek Center Right Edge to MM.

a .622 .622 .622 16

b 1.232 1.2145 1.24o 31±

c 1.235 1.239 1.235 314-

d 1.232 1.237 1.233 31"

e 1.200 1.210 1.200 31-

FJ.ange on b 1.185-1.190 30

3. Chemical Analyses

Complete analyses of the five plates, the flange and stud on
plate c, and the mild steel splash shield and weld on plate e were obtained
and the results are as follows:

Section 0 Mn Si S P Ni Cr Mo V Ou Ti Al

H. Plate a .52 .70 .5 .029 .01 traoe 1.39 .20 trace .03 .065 .03

F.H. Plate b .44 .97 .21 .026 .00g " 1.28 .38 .25 .19 nil .02

F.H. Plate c .53 .71 .49 .025 .015 " 1.47 .19 trace .03 .07 .04-"

F.H. Plate d .4g 1.03 .64 .031 .007 " .- 3 .23 .23 .17 nil .04'"

H. Plate e .54 .69 .49 .027 .o16 " 1.25 .4119 trace .09 .07 .02

Carb. Flange '.25 1.01 .63 .028 .007 .19 1.27 .26 " .09 nil .01

Stud .35 .79 .29 .029 .007 trace .99 .15 .18 .25 nil .02

Splash Shield .07 .41 trace .077 .049 " .09 nil nil .10 nil .02

Weld on Splash 5"9"9"11.
Shield 5.19 .99 11.46

Carbon analysis of the outer .020u of the flange is .90%, and the
next .02011 layer analyses .93% carbon.

The 5/911 plate a and two of the -i/11.I plates c and e are of
approximately the same composition, a chrovne-molybdenum type similar to
S.A.E. 6150 with chromium and manganese on the high side. The 1-1/41" face

-5-
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hardened plates b and d are a medium carbon chrome-molybdenum-vanadium.
type composition which-is not equivalent to any of the S.A.E. or the new
N.S. type compositions. The flange was the only section having a compo-
sition similar to that used at the present time in American armored
vehicles, but even this section differed in that its chrome content is
higher. With regard to the other sections the most important difference
is the carbon content, for in our vractice a maximum of .30% carbon is
desired to simplify the welding procedure.

The analysis of the stud was similar to two German armor attach-
ment bolts studied previously5 . The alloy content is unusually high for
a steel used in the given application.

The weld metal is similar to that observed in a previous study5.

'4. Hardness Surveys

Rockwell "C" and Brinell hardness surveys were made across the
thickness of sections of the plates and flange. Then Rockwell "C" hard-
ness surveys were taken on transverse sections, 1/16" from the edge of %%%
the hardened face of the face hardened plates. The readings were taken
every 1/8". Since the results were fairly consistent and varied
cyclically, only every fourth reading was tabulated in the diagrams of
Figire 1 which show the results of the hardness surveys. Where the
hardened zone was very thin as in plate b, the hardness impressions
extended into the unhardened area, resulting in a low reading, i.e.:
values of 45 and 53 on this plate.

A summary of the results are given in Table I.

TABLE I

Summary of Hardness Tests

Core Hardness Hardened Zone
Section BHN Rockwell "C" Rockwell "C" '-

5/8" Homo. Plate a 375 38-39--
1-1/4" F.H. Plate b 388 38-40 55-60

1-1/10" F.H. Plate c 352/363 37-40 55-58

. 1-1/4" F.H. Plate d 352/363 36-38 57-61

1-1/4" Homo. Plate e 331/341 3h-36

1-1/4" Carb. Flange 363 35-39 57-62

The results show that plate c possessed a lower face hardness
than the other two flame hardened plates, and its hardened zone wag not
as deep. In the ballistic tests, the 37 421 MSO A.P. uncapped projectiles
were broken up by plate b with the formation of face spalls, whereas the
projectiles did not break up against plate c. Thus the ballistic limit
wan 500 f/s lower 3 .
5 Watertown Arsenal Report 710/472 - Metallurgical Examination of Armcred
Vehicle Components from a German Pz. Kw. 111 Tank.

-6-
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The core hardnesses of the 1-1/4" flame hardened, plates and the
1-1, 0" homoger.eous plate are somewhat higher than those desired in
American armor of the same thickness, for the subject armor probably
would not have satisfactory shook properties against overmatching pro-
jectiles.

The 5/81? homogeneou., plate a possessed a slightly higher hardness
level than that desired in material exposed to overmatching projectiles.."
This fact is borne out in the tests with 20 M4M A.P. projectiles which
showed up the lack of ductility of this plate.

The hardness of the stud used to fasten the flange to plate c "
varied from Rockwell 110"1 31 in the threaded zone to 41. in the head. The"
only explanation for this variation is the attempt to prevent failure of
the threaded area of the belts during a ballistic impact, because failure
of this type ic quite prevalent.

Hardness of the weld metal attached to the escape door, plate e,
was found to be 380-400 Vickers. The heat affected zone hardness was
542 Vickers, and the mild steel was 154 Vic1ers hardne6s.

5. Macroscopic Examination v- 2

7
Results of macroetching longitudinal and transverse sActions

are shown in Figures 2-5. No undesirable nonmetallic segregations were
observed in any of the sections examined. Since there was very little
difference in etching characteristics between the longitudinal and trans- 4 'xN
verse sections, it is felt that the steel was cross-rolled. Previous __---

studies of German armor have shown that the, Germans strive for extremely
fine quality steel for use in armor plate4, 5 .

The flange was forged from good quality steel, and as has been
showm, was carburized.

The macroetching sharply delineated the hardened zone on the
face hardened plates. The contour and formation of this hardened zone TTI
confirms the fact that it was made by a flame hardening operation. The
heating element or elements were aligned parallel to the transverse
direction of the plate and travelled at a uniform rate along the longi- .
tudinal direction. The hardened zone was greater on plates b and d than
on plate c indicating that either the rate of travel of the heating
element was greater or the heating was less intense in the preparation
of plate c.

Measurements of the face ha.?dened zone made on the macroetched
section are as follows:

"Section Thickness in Inches

"Plate b *210-.230

Plate c .090-.11 0

Plate d .2I40-.200

,wI,
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7. Microscopic Examination

"An examination of the steel in the unetched condition indicated
that the plate was made at two different facilities. Plates a, c, and e
contained both a sulfide type stringer and a titanium nitride type.
Plates b and d contained a polyphase globular type inclusion as well as
short stringers. All five plates were made from relatively clean steel
free from nonmetallic segregations. There was very little difference
in the nonmetallic condition between the longitudinal and transverse
"direction.

Plate a possessed an acicular tempered martensitic structure
* •- having a severe degree of banding. (Figures6A and B) "

Plates b, d, and e were similar in structure, a seibite having
undissolved carbides in the banded areas, (Figures 6D and 73.) The
flame hardened zone of plates b and d was a martensitic structure as
shown in Figure 7C. Since the structure of plate d was similar to b
no -ohotographs were obtained from this plate.

Plate c was similar to plate a and a plate investigated in a
"previous report4 in which extensive rhotographs were taken and, therefore,
no photographs of its microstructure are contained here.

The flange is comnospd of a lou, carbon martensite in the core
(Figure 7E) and a high carbon martensite in the case (Figure 7F).

The weld metal used in securing the mild steel strip tn the back
of the door was completely austenitic, indicating that the Germans are
successful in forming an austenitic weld deposit using a manganese-
chrome-nickel steel. However, as was noted under the hardness test re-
"sults, this structure is much harder than the ductile 1-9 austenitic
"deposits found in domestic welds.

S. General Considerations

a. Homogeneous Armor

The 5/9" homogeneous plate examined was made of good quality
steel which Was heat treated to a uniform hardness of' 375 Brinell. The "
hardness is slightly higher than that desired in homogeneous armor of
this thickness. Although it exceeds our resistance to penetration re-
quirement by 60 f/s (Specification AXS-71l), it did not withstand the
shock test of overmatching projectiles in that excessive back spalling
developed on complete penetrations,

The -1/411 homogeneous plate was made of good quality steel 7
which was heat treated to 331/341 Brinpll. It passed the penetration
requirement of Specification AXS-J48 by about •40 f/s. Its hardness is
higher than desired if plate is to have good shock prooerties against
overmatching proj ectiles.

-8- .". - V.,"
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b. Flame H{ardened Armor

Two of the plates (b and d) were simil'ar in oom~osition and
flamne hardening diepth. Against capoped projectiles they behaved similarly;
the 37 1,11, 1'51 A.P.C. prcjectile penetrated pl~ate b somewhat more success- r-
fully than the 1459 did against eolate d at normal incidence.

A marked difference in ballistic efficiency was observed be-
tween plates b and c when tested with the MSO uncapped projectile. Plate b
which noossessei s harlened zone of 15-20% of the thickn-ess broke ur the
projectiles. Plate c, which noossessed a hardened zone of under 10%ý of -
the thickness as well as a slightly lower core hardness, did not break. up
the projectiles, and the result was a ballistic limit 500 f/s. lower than
in Tlate b. Thel~ ballistic efficiency of the two plates probably would not

* be markedly different against capped 37 IN M51 projectiles.

Overmatching projectiles wouxld be expicted to show up the poor ---

ductility of all three flame hardened plates.

-4
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RESTRICOTED

COPY

THE P'ROVING 0C00_4
ABMRDE&T PROVINGR GROUHD

Armor Division
G.A/beh

D~camb;,r 10, 19)42*L )47o.5/5631

Subject: M~etallJurgical. Investigation of German Armor

-- To-, The Commandingo Officerr
* Watertown Arsenal

Watertown, Mvass.

1. By order of the Chief of Ordnance, letter of N~ovember 27, 1942,
0.0. )470.5/12636. A.P.G. 1470.5/4J.492, we are forwardi' to your station --

via express, Shi-oping Order 7260, the following, plat, .

1 Plate from benerth enegine of German tank PZl11, 1~41 x 3111 x 5/91"
(Act. thickness 3/)40)

1 Door escape, from left side of German Tenk PZY.W1l1 - 1-1/~41 thi ck.

1 Plate from PZKW111 Germp'n tank - 1-1/)4t x 711" x 23"1

1 Platp from PZKWl1l Ger-rma tank - 1-1/41" x 75t' x'15"

1 Plate from PZKWIlll German Tonk - 1-1/1,4 x 1)4" x 14ell (two
pieýces, small piece broke off durinR ballistic test).2

2. A copy of the results of your invpstigations is requested by
this station.

3. A cony of the ballistic results obtained on these plates is
being forwarded to your station at an early date. -

For the Comimanding General:

( S) Hi. J. OS

(T) G. G1. Eddy
Col., Ord. Dep t.
Assistant

.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.* 1'. N 
. . .
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COPY

T1 PROVING '7TER-
ABeRDEJN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND

ARMOR TEST REPORT

OBJECT: Ballistic Investigation of German Report No.: AD-121
Pz. Kw. 111 Ar.mor Sheet 1 of: 5

Date of test: Dec. 3 & 14, 19142

SUBMITTED BY: Project No.: P-2-2
References: 0.0. 1470.5/12636

APG. 470.5/4492
Photo. Nos.: 74656, 74657, 74653

74658, 74659

MATERIAL TESTED:

1. The following armor from the German Pz. Kw. 111 Tank was tested:

a.. One plate from beneath the engine 3/4t" x 141" x 31"1
b. One face hardened plate - 1-1/4" x 23" x 711"
C_. I it 1 I-/14 T. 150 x 7511
d. It " " 1- 4-t/14' x 1411 x 1t' '
e. " i" " esca4te door 1-1," thick (from left side of tank)-a o

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. •rom the data obtained in this firing it is indicated that German
armor of this type is inferior to American homogeneous armor of corresponding
thickness .. ,

2, The face hardened plates were inconsistent in their resistance to

penetration qualities. They cannot be compared to domestic armor since no
American face hardened armor of this thickness is manufactured.

3. In order to obtain more accurate information regarding the ballistic
qualities of this armor against domestic models of armor pier-cing projectiles
it is necessary to test more samples.

4•. This station is of the opinion that some domestic armor should be
tested with armor piercing projectiles of German design fired from German
anti-tank guns. By changing the comvonents of these tests as stated complete
results of this type of testing could be obtained.

APPROVED: . BY:

W. B. •ARD). "• (S/T) G. G. EDDY (S/T)G. 0. AWUENT
Col., Ord. B',pt. Col., Ord. Dept. Asst. Eng. Aide
Director Officer in Charge Proof Officer

Proof Department

r.-. -,' - --- '.-., -, , - .. . . -.- ..-. . - - . -- • ..-- .: , *'-•..,--. .. -,-'. -'. .., .-.,"; - -. -... ,.'.-



RESTRI OTED

COPY

THE PROVING CNTER"
ABMUEEW PROVING GRODND, MARYLANDi

Repoort No. : AD-121"- •i,

Shr;et 2 of 5

OUTLINE OF TEST:

1. The plates were tested as follows:

a. Army and Navy tallintic limits -on the 3/ 4ft x 14," x 31" at 00
and 300 ani Army B.L. only at 200 with 20 mm. M75 A.P. projectiles. An army
ballistic tit normal impact with cal. .50 M2, A.P.

b. Army and Navy ballistic limits at normal with 37 mm. 7T4 A.P,,
37 ram. M51 .-t.P.C. and 37 mm. M80 A.P. projectiles on the 1-1/41 x 23" x 71" 1. -.

plate.

a. Army and Navy ballistic limits with the MSO, A.P. at normal and

at 200 with M51, A.P.C. against 1-1/4" x 15" x 71" plate."

d. Army and Navy ballistic limits with 37 mm. M59 A.PC. at normal
only an the 1-1/41" x 14" x 4981.

e. Army ballistic limit with 37 mm. M51 A.P.C. prciJectiles at normal
on the small escape door 1-1/41" thick.

RESULTS OF TESTS: ..
BALLISTIC •-"

THICK- LIMITS
PLATE NESS BHN A101TJNITION . .OBLIJITY ARMY NAVY
141!x3l" 3/14" Face- 419 Cal..50 M2 A.?. 0 1666.5

Back-364 20 mm. M75, A.P. 1026 1155
"200 1679 -

300 194 214.5

23"x7l" 1-1/f" Face-600 37 mm. M74, A.P. 1735 1865
4 Back-320 37 mm. 1451, A.P.C. 00 1368.5 1395 .1[-

.37 mm. M180, A.P. 00 1611 1896

15"x75" 1-1/14" Face-578 37 mm. V490, A.?. 1052 1353.5
Back-418 37 mm. M51. A.P.O. 200 1646 1646

14 1'ix48" 1-1/41/" Face-600 37 mm. 1459 A.P.C. 00 1i443 1469.5
Back-402

Escape Door 1-1/4" - 37 mm. M51 A.P.C. 0 1340 -o

COPY

r- : . .... ,_. - ........ ... , .S S STI 10 TM
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S ~RESTRI CTED

"COPY

THI PROVING CENTER
ABLRDEEN PROVING GROUND, LAND RM'.

Report No.: AD-121
Sheet 3 of 5

DETAILED RESULTS OF TEST:

i. The 3/"41 x 14" x 31" plate had all the characteristics of hard
homogeneous plate, of approximately 400 BHN. The Army ballistic limit at
normal with cal..50 M2, A.P. was 213 f/s, lower than the applicable speci-
fication AXS 711. On the 20 mm. firing excessive back spalling occurred at
normal impact when the striking velocities were 1088 f/s., 1090 f/'s., 1120 A
f/s., and 1122 f/s. The resulting exit diameters of penetraticn ranged
from 1-3//1" x 1-3/4" to 1-7/8" x 2"; this indicates lack of ductility of
the plate.

2. Th3 results of the firine on one German 1-1/4" x 23" x 71"1 face
hardened plate (BHN, face-600, back-320) w3th the 37 mm. M51 A.P.C. -rojec- r
tile at normal impact show the Army ballistic limit to be 3?. f/s. below an
average army ballistic limit of eight (9) 1-1/2" face nardened domes~tic
plates at normal impact. No existing specifications apply to American armor
of this type and thirckness. The Navy 1ballistic limit was only 27 f/s, higher
than the Army ballistic limit, which that aftfr the face hardening is pene-
trated very little additional velocity is requirsd to enable the projectile --J

to pass through the plate. Back spalling, occurred at normal impact with the
I51, A.P.C. but wes not excessive, according to existing American Specifica-

tions. The 37 mm. 147)4, A.P. projectile was much less effective th&an the
M51, A.P.O. against this armor due to its face-hardening. Neither the M74
A.P, nor M90 A.P. projectiles are designed for face-hardened armor, however,
the MSO, A.P. proved to be more effective against this armor than did the
M474, A.?.
,%.3

3. The 1-1/4" x 15" x 75" face-hardened plate had a very low ballistic
limit with the M10 projectile at normal. This plate had e BHN of 578 on the
0ace and 418 on the back. The ballistic limit, bein' 1052 f/s. with the M80, '-'
could not have been obtained with the M51 A.P.C. asswaing tk. ' the difference,
of 242 f/s., between ballistic limits with the two projectilei on the same
plate, is fairly constant. The difference, of 242 f/s. between the 1480, A.P.
ballistic limit and the M51, A.P.C. ballistic limit, was found on the 1-1/41" K."-
x 23" x 71" plate. The Army and Navy ballistic limit of the 1-1•4" x 15" x
75" plate at 200 obliquity with the V151 A.P.C. was the sam.e - 16 6 f/s. which ".-"'
compares closely with the average ballistic limit (1692 f/s.) of the eight
(8) 1-1/211, face hardened American plates previously mentioned, which were
fired at normal.

4. Since the M59 projectile is capped it should be as effective as the.
M51 against this plate. The M59 ballistic cap contains more metal than the
ballistic cap on the M51 because the M51 cap is threaded so a windshield can

RESMI CTED
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be attached. This threading al so weakens the ballistic ctxno off the M51. The
hirmy ballistic limit with the M59 against the, 1-1/41, X 1L~l x 4J.S", face

*hardeýned plate was 11443 f/s. vmd the Navy ballist-,c linr'it vwas 1 7 0 f/s. at K
*normal, showing a difference of 27 f/s. as was the case with the N,151 A.P.C.

at normal against the 1-1/41, x 23"1 x 71"1 plate. Assumiing thpt the MA59 is
as effective as the 1451 avainst this type of plate, this particular plateL
would have bett'er resistpnce to penetration nu~alitie8 tharn any of thp other
German plates. This plate was the driver's door on the German Pz. Kw. 11).
Tank tt.cd had a BIM of 600 on the face and 3614 on the back.

5. The remaining piece 5f 1-1/4", face hardened arm.-or was the e-scaope
door on the left side of the German Tanik and had an A~rm~y ballistic limit of
13L1.0 f/s. with the 1451 --,.P.C. at normal. This ballistic lim..it is 29 f/a.
lower than the ar-my ballistic Uinit of the 1-1/4" x 23"1 x 71" piece at normal.
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e.O. 47o.5/12636 OFFICE OF THE CHIa' OF m•RJIANC
APG. 47O.5/4492

WAEUINGTON
SPO0T Intel.

Jovember 27, 19-42

Subject: Tests on Armor Plate

To: The Director
The Proving Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

ATTN: Major G. B. Speir - Forei,,n Materiel Section 4 .
1. In reference to the miscellsneous pieces of armor plate

from a German •z. Kw. III which are now Pt .%berdeen Proving Ground,
it is requested that the following tests be made:

(a) Obtain the ballistic limit on the four (4) lere"
pieces of 1-1/0" armor plate with Shot, A.P., 37 mm
M9O; Shot, A.P., 37 mm 174; and Shot A.P.O., 37 mm M151.

(b) Obtain the ballistic limit on the 14" x 31"
piece of 5/9" armor plate with Shot, A.P., 20 mm, 1475.

2. At the completion of the firing tests, the samples should VIP'
be sent to Watertown Arsenal for metollurgical, physical and chemical
tests.

By Order of the Chief of Ordnance: x

/s/ 3. S. DAVIS ;\
Capt., Ord. Dept.
As- istant

-4*'. 4-5<•
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OBJECT: Ballistic 1nvestii;at"cn of Gernan Report I .
- Pz. Kw. Ill Armor Sheet 1 oA: 5, )~tc of' tet: Dec. & �4, 19)s2

Bie ,Y: F0J No : P-2-2
References: 0.0. 470.5/12C36

APG° .470.5/•.12
Photo.. Nos.: 71456, '14657, 71455

7W,58, 74659

1. The folloviing armor from the G(-rman Pz. Kw. Ill Tank was tested:

ao One plate from beneath the enLine 314." x 71" x 31"
7: One foce hardened plate - I-1/4" x 25" x 71"

, 1"-1/1t" x 15" x 75"
". 1-, " " "x 1.4" x 48"

ST. " "I " escape door 1-1/1" thick (from left side of tank.)

,'~C 11C L C'S 1 f , ET 1'J OF

1. Fron the data ob-e.a4ed in thsiring it is indicated that German armor of

this type is inforic.r to Aricric omogeneous armor of correspond~ng thicliess_.

2. The ftce ened plates were inconsistent in their resistince to penetration
qTtis y cannot be compared to domestic armor since no American face hardened
armor o, ,his thickness is manufactured.

In or.ler +o obtain more accurate information regarding the ballistic quali- r
ti(.s of this arr or against domestic models of' armor piercing projectiles it is neceas-.ý
ary to teot nore samples.

It. This stfition, is of the opinion that some domestic armor should N.e tested with
am.;or piercing projectiles of German desis n fired from German anti-tank juns. By L

( a.ng lo, cm:eonents of ht;se tests as stated complete reswlts of this. type of
t s', • cg could •:e otaii.,td.

'" .i. tO',.L *.-/

"":D GEDDY fn.G. CAU*"vT
Col., Ord. Iept. V Ord. p Asst. Engo Aide

DIe, cor Officer . arge Proof Offucer
Proof D, en It

ESTRFICTED
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1. The plates were tested as follows:

a. Army and Navy ballistic limits or. the 3/A" x 1l" x 31" at 00 and 300
and Army ThL. only at 200 With 20 MM. 1175 A.P. projectiles. An army ballistic
at normal impact with cal. .50 Y2, A.P.

b. Army and Navy IAllistic limits at normal with 37 mm. M74 A.P., 37 rm.
1A51 A.P.G• and 37 mm. 1180 A.P. projectiles on thi: i-I1l" x 2;" x 71" plate.

c. ArTy ard f!av, ballistic limits with the WSO, A.P. at nornal and at
200 with V51, A.P.C. aLainst I-lAi" x 15" x 71" plate.

d. Army and Narvy Iallistic limits vith 37 nm. 1459 A.P.C. at onoal only
on thu I-T2" x 114" x M8".

e. Army ballistic li-.,t with 57 mw. I,51 A.F.C. projectiles at normal
on the smll escape door 1-1/4" thick.

BATLISTIC
THICK- LIMTS

PLATE hESS BhM AfFJNIT. TIO", OT-T'T"JTTY A?'.'Y NAVY

14"x�� 3/4" race-JIý8 Cal..50 M2 A.P. 00 1666.5
Back-364 20 im. V75, A.P. 00 1026 1155

200 1679 -
500 1691 2014.5

23"x71" 1-1/L" Face-OO -37 mm. 74#, AoP. .0 1735 186C
Back-320 37 fm. U51I, A.P.C. 00 136 .5 1395.

37 mr,. 118O, A.P. 00 1611 1896q

15"x75" 1-1/1" Face-578 57 rim. 146iO, A.P. 00 1052 1353.5
Baok-4l1 37 mm. 1151, A.P.C. 200 1646 1646

14"xh8" 1-1/" Face-.600 37 mM. 1459 A.P.C. 00 1U3' 1469.5
Back-402 -

Escape Door l-lA" - 37 ms. 451 A.P.. 0 1340 -

.XSTRI CTD
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i. The 3/1" x 14" x 31" plate had all the characteristics of hard homoCeneous
plate, of approximately 400 BTII. The Army ballistio limit at nornal with cal..50
142, A.P. was jL1 f/s. lower than the appWiable sperification PJ.S 711. On the
20 mn. firing excessive back spalling occurred at normal impact when the striking
velocities were 1088 f/s., 1090 f/s., 112 f/s., and 1122 f/s. Th6 resulting exit
diameters of nenetration ran;ied fron 1-3/2" X 1-5/2" to 1-7/," x 2"; this indicates
lack of ductility of the plate.

2.. The res its of the fir-ut on one German 1-1/V" x 23" x 71" face hardened
plate (B•r, face-600, bnck-320) with the 37 mm. LA51 A.P.C. projectile at normal
impact show the Ansy ballistic limit to be 323 f/s. below an average arny ballistic
limit of eight (8) I-1/2" face ",ardened domaa'c plates at normal impact. No
existing specifieationh apply to Anerican armor of this type and thickness. The
Nai buallistic limit was only 27 f/s. higher than the Army ballistic limit, which
that after the face fardening is penetroed very little additional velocity is
rcquired to enable tho projectile to pass through the plate. Back spalling occurred
at normal impact with the M51, A.P.C. but was not excessive, according to existing
American Spocifizationrs. -Th 37 mm. V,7", A.P. projectile was much less effective
then the M51, A.P.C. ag.ainst this armor due to its face-hardening. Neither the
V74 A.?. nor W.!0 A.P. projectiles are desilned for face-hardened armor, however,
the U60, A.P. proved to be more effective aL.ainst this armor than did the V 474, L.P.

3. The I-1,;"' x 15" x 75" face-hardened plate had a vary low ballistic limit•
with the KidO pro'ectile at normal. This plate had a BHM of 578 on the face and
418 on the back. The ballistic limit, being 1052 f/s. with the W.0, could not A
haie been obtained with, the ,"•l A.P.C. asstz-inE thot the difference, of 2,12 f/s.,
between ballistic liaits with the two projectiles on the same plate, is fairly
constant. The difference, of 2L42 f/s. between the 1350 A.P. ballistic limit and
the 151, A.P.C. ballistic limit, was found on the 1-1/4" x 23" x 71" plate. The 4
Army and Navy ballistic limit of the i-1II" x 15" x 75" plate at 200 obliquity
with the lýI A.P.C. was the 3a=e - 1646 f/s, which compares closely with the aver-
age ballistic limit (1492. f/s.) of the eight (8) P-1/2", faco hardened Amerncar
plates previously mentioned, which were fired at normal.

4. Since the U59 proje,'ile is capped it should be as effecti7e as t+e .51
against this plate. The 159 ballistic cap containe more metal than the halliC4ýic
cap on the M5l boeruse the .M51 cap is threaded so a -%indshield can be attached.
This threading also wea':ens the bMllistic cap of the 1451. Th'. Army ballistic
limit with the 1,!59 agfinst the 1-I/21" x 1V" x 48", face har,'nied plate was 1 43 4

f/s. and the 1,1&,.-y ballistic limit was 1470 f/s. at normal, s'owing a difference
of 27 f/s. as was the case with the 1151 A.I.C. at non,ral aAainst the 1-l/4" x 23" A
x 71" plate. Assimnirg that the M59 is as effective as the V•51 against this type
of plate, this pa'ticular pltte w,:uld have better resistance to penetration quali-
ties than any of the other German plates. This plato was th! driver's door on
the German Pz *w. ill Tank ai.d had a B'-T of 600 on the face and 364 on the back.

-.. . .-... . . . .- ". . . . . .. . . .. .. * ....-. .
S _ . . . . . , ,. . :. . . . . ..-
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5. The remaining pi.ece of 1-11,1" face hardoned ar-aor v'ms the eseape'foor
on the left sido of the German Tank ani had an Arry ballistic lirnit of 1340 f/s.
with tho 1,51 AoP.C. at no'rmal, This b1llistijc ijait is 2) f/s. lower .hain the
.AY.Ty ballistic liLit of the 1-1i4" x 25" x 71" piece at normal.
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•oo. 4•705/iA636 oFFICE OF 'THE CHIEF OF ORDUIANCE

"" " WASH! UOTONI[? sPoB? Ii te..

"November 27, 1942

Subject: Teats on Armor Plate

TO' , The Director
The Pro.ving Center
Aberdeen Proving, Ground, .Md.

ATTht )Major GoBO Speir - Foreign Materiel Section

p...lo In reference to the miscellaneous pieces of armor
plate from a German PzoKw. III which are now at Aberdeen
Proviu& Ground, it is requested that the following tests be

(a) Obtain the ballistic limit on the four (4) large
pe.cos of l" armor plate with Shot#.kAP.7 m 81

: ""- ,oto A.Po, 37 m M74; and Shot A*PoCo,. 3•0 Mill •

(b) Obtain the baYlistio limit on the 14" x 31"'
"piece of 5A" armor plate with Shot, A.P. 20za, N75 "

2. At the completion of the firing..tests, the sabples
should be sont to Watertown Arsenal, fof metallurgical, 'physical

- ."' and ohemical tests ,

By order of the Chiof of Or•nanoet -

R.ýN DAVIS .

; apt., Ord. •eptp
Assi stant
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